AB Proposes Changes to Auto Insurance Regulation (Dec)
AB Revises Auto Insurance Forms (Dec)
AB Revises Standard Automobile Policy (Jun)
AICP News: 2014 Conference Set for Phoenix (Dec)
AICP News: Congratulations to the 2013 AICP Designees (Dec)
AICP News: Nancy French, Rich Fidei Receive President’s Awards (Dec)
AICP News: New Leadership Team Elected (Sep, Dec)
AICP News: Nick Marrangoni Receives Highest Honor (Dec)
AICP News: Scholarship Winners Announced (Sep)
AICP News: Volunteers Made 2013 Annual Conference a Success (Dec)
AK Amends Insurance Provider Licensing Laws (Sep, Dec)
AK Consumer Credit Insurance Reporting Not Required In 2013 (Jun)
AK DOI Roles Out Affordable Care Act Website (Jun)
AK Issues Annual Survey on Health Insurance (Jun)
AK Publishes Guidance on ‘Gap’ Insurance (Jun)
AK Sets Rule on Ceding Health Care Risks (Mar)
AL Asks for Property Insurance Clarity Act Data (Sep)
AL Clarifies Surplus Lines Bulletin (Mar)
AL Discusses Applicability of Homeowners Bill of Rights Act (Mar)
AL Explains Procedures for Title Insurance Agent Applications (Jun)
AL Modifies Hurricane Mitigation Premium Discounts (Dec)
AL Reminds Health Insurers to File Through SERFF (Jun)
AL Reminds Homeowners’ Insurers of Electronic Data Reporting (Mar)
AL Requires Federal Health Insurance Premium Rate Reforms (Jun)
AL Requires Outline of Checklist for Surplus Lines (Jun)
AL Revises Surplus Lines Policies Bulletin (Jun)
AL Revises Wind Mitigation Benchmark Discounts (Dec)
Annuities Regulation Varies Across States (Mar)
AR Allows Relocating Producers to Maintain CE Exemption (Jun)
AR Bars Depreciation of Labor (Sep)
AR Changes Benchmark Plans for Essential Health (Mar)
AR Clarifies Premium Rate Approval Process (Jun)
AR Deems Owner-Operators to be Independent Contractors (Jun)
AR Increases Limits for Accident and Health Benefits (Sep)
AR Permits Electronic Proof of Insurance (Jun)
AR Provides Guidance on Conversion of Policies to Conform to ACA (Sep)
AR Reminds Insurers of Deadline for Form, Rate Filing Approval (Sep)
AR Reminds Insurers of Producer Appointment Procedures (Jun)
AR Suspends Free Look for Health Insurance Policies (Dec)
AZ Advises on Pre-Approved Life Settlement Disclosures (Dec)
AZ Identifies Rate and Form Riling Exemptions (Dec)
AZ Increases Property Damage Threshold Level for Auto Nonrenewals (Mar)
AZ Releases Medicare Supplement Premium Comparison (Mar)
BC Adopts Revised Guideline on Earthquake Exposure Sound Practices (Jun)
BC Issues Bulletin on Storing and Processing Information Outside Canada (Dec)
BC Survey Collects Feedback on Reinsurance Market (Mar)
CA Amends Reporting on Outreach to Certain Businesses (Mar)
CA Announces Equal Marriage Rights (Sep)
CA Announces First Visiting Fellow (Mar)
CA Announces Premium Reductions by Anthem Blue Cross (Jun)
CA Announces WC Pure Premium Advisory Rate (Mar)
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CA Appoints New Legislative Director (Jun)
CA Approves Emergency Rules for Children’s Autism Treatment (Jun)
CA Approves Insurer Internal Risk Management System (Jun)
CA Clarifies Life Policy Cancellation Procedures (Mar)
CA Commissioner Honored by Hospital Association (Jun)
CA Confirms Installment Payment is Not a Premium (Mar)
CA Cracks Down on Ads Directed at Seniors (Mar)
CA Develops Electronic Verification Law (Mar)
CA Discourages Profiteering on Senior Veterans (Mar)
CA Establishes Consumer Owned and Operated Plans (Mar)
CA Expands Climate Change Survey (Sep)
CA Expands Medi-Cal Eligibility (Sep)
CA Files Cross Appeal Against Health Insurance Lobby Lawsuit (Jun)
CA Monitors Wildfires (Jun)
CA Moves to Three-Hour Ethics Requirement (Dec)
CA Opposes Geographic Rating Proposals (Jun)
CA Profits in Individual Market (Mar)
CA Proposes Increase in Workers Compensation Pure Premium Rates (Dec)
CA Reaches Settlement with Zurich American Insurance Company (Sep)
CA Recasts Travel Insurance Provisions (Mar)
CA Receives State Agency Recognition Award (Mar)
CA Reduces Homeowners Rates (Mar)
CA Reduces Rates for Top Earthquake Insurance Carriers (Mar)
CA Reforms Bail Bonding (Mar)
CA Releases Diverse Suppliers Survey (Sep)
CA Requires Coverage of Essential Health Benefits (Sep)
CA Requires Valid Exchange Agreements (Mar)
CA Revises Auto Body Repair Regulations (Mar)
CA Saves $160 Million with Homeowners Insurance Rate Reductions (Jun)
CA Strengthens Commissioner’s Takeover Authority (Mar)
CA Strengthens Long-Term Care Provisions (Mar)
CA Strengthens Regulations on Global Insurance (Mar)
CA Streamlines License Application Process (Mar)
CA Tightens Grip on Insurance Fraud (Mar)
CA Works on ACA Implementation (Sep)
Canada Border Services Agency Offers Information for Visitors (Jun)
CCIR Disappointed by Low Participation in Credit Scoring Consultation (Mar)
CCIR Issues Paper on Electronic Commerce in Insurance Products (Dec)
CFPB Issues Senior Designations Recommendations (Jun)
Civil Immunity for Anti-Fraud Reporting (Mar)
CMS Offers Health Insurance Marketplace Training (Jun)
CO Authorizes Claim Payment by Prepaid Debit Card (Dec)
CO Clarifies Warrants and Service Contracts (Mar)
CO Consumers Targeted in New Insurance Scam (Jun)
CO Defines Rate Exemption in Emergencies (Mar)
CO Defines Standards for Financial Hazards (Jun)
CO Enacts Bills to Implement Affordable Care Act (Jun)
CO Enhances Long-Term Care Partnership Program (Mar)
CO Governor Names Salazar as Insurance Commissioner (Sep)
CO Moves to Ensure Fairness of Health Rates (Mar)
CO Restricts Fire Codes (Mar)
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CO Reminds Carriers of End of CoverColorado (Dec)
CO Reviews Hundreds of New Health Plans (Sep)
CO Strengthens Regulation of Life Policies and Annuities (Mar)
CO Suggests Mitigation as Key to Reducing Wildfire Threat (Jun)
CO to Address Transgender Health Benefits (Sep)
CO Updates Filing Requirements (Mar)
Committee Corner: Bylaws (Jun, Sep)
Committee Corner: Conference Planning (Mar, Sep)
Committee Corner: Chapter Relations (Mar)
Committee Corner: Government and Industry Relations (Mar, Dec)
Committee Corner: Education (Mar, Jun, Sep)
Committee Corner: Finance (Sep)
Committee Corner: Marketing (Sep, Dec)
Committee Corner: Membership (Sep, Dec)
Committee Corner: Nominating (Jun, Sep)
Committee Corner: Publications (Jun, Sep)
Committee Corner: Website (Sep, Dec)
Consumer Bureau Reviews How Agencies Compile Credit Reports (Mar)
CT Establishes Disaster Procedures for Insurers (Sep)
CT Issues Annual Filing Requirements Bulletin (Mar)
CT Releases Certified Reinsurer Requirements (Jun)
DC Amends Health Benefit Exchange Act (Dec)
DC Amends Statute of Limitations of Workers Compensation Act (Dec)
DC Provides Guidance on Essential Health Benefits (Sep)
DC Provides Rules for Transitioning Plans to DC Health Link (Dec)
DC Updates Rules for Captive Insurers (Dec)
DE 2013 Homeowners, Auto Rate Survey Materials Available (Dec)
DE Addresses Billing for School-Based Health Centers (Mar)
DE Amends Autism Spectrum Disorders Coverage Code (Mar)
DE Amends Health Benefit Bill of Rights (Mar)
DE Defines Portable Electronics Insurance (Mar)
DE Enacts Cancer Treatment Access Act (Mar)
DE Includes Trustees of Common Law Trusts in Definition of Person (Dec)
DE Issues Bulletin on Health Benefit Exchange (Mar)
DE Limits Specialty Tier Prescription Drug Co-insurance, Co-pays (Dec)
DE No Longer Requires Annual Rate Survey (Dec)
DE Passes Gender Identity Nondiscrimination Act of 2013 (Sep)
DE Provides for Payment of Emergency Medical Services (Sep)
DE Provides for Same Sex Marriage (Sep)
DE Provides Rules for Transitioning Plans to DC Health Link (Dec)
DE Raises Fees for Rate and Form Changes (Sep)
DE Releases Advisory for Chiropractor Cost Compliance (Jun)
DE Reminds Insurers of Prompt Pay Provisions (Jun)
DE Requires SERFF Users to Subscribe to State Messages (Dec)
DE Sets License Renewal Dates (Mar)
DE Updates the Delaware Code to Comply With PPACA (Sep)
DE Updates Workers Compensation Schedules and Guidelines (Dec)
DE Warns Against Gender Discrimination in Health Insurance (Jun)
Do You Have Your Passport? (Jun)
DOL Offers Guidance on Meaning of ‘Spouse’ and ‘Marriage’ in ERISA (Dec)
FL Adopts Health Care Provider Certification Rule (Jun)
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FL Adopts Rules for Financial Statement Reporting, Health Rate Filings (Dec)
FL Adopts Updates to Financial Condition Examiners Handbook (Mar)
FL Allows Electronic Filing of WC Exemption Election Forms (Sep)
FL Approves 0.7% WC Rate Increase (Dec)
FL Approves Alternate Screen Enclosure Design Rule (Jun)
FL Approves Cat Fund Premium Formula and Rates (Jun)
FL Approves Corrected RMS Hurricane Model (Jun)
FL Approves Increases for Citizens Property Insurance Corporation (Dec)
FL Authorizes Florida Blue to Change Corporate Structure (Dec)
FL Cabinet Finalizes Various Insurance-Related Rules (Sep)
FL Cat Fund Publishes Estimates on Borrowing and Claims-Paying Capacity (Dec)
FL Cat Fund Publishes Reimbursement Handbook (Mar)
FL Citizens Approves Commercial Wind-Only Depopulation (Jun)
FL Citizens Board Modifies Rules for Sinkhole Insurance (Jun)
FL Citizens Changes Commercial Depopulation Blackout Period (Dec)
FL Citizens to Comply With State Procurement Requirements (Jun)
FL Clarifies PIP Medicare Fee Schedule Application (Mar)
FL Continues Litigation over Windstorm Mitigation Discounts (Jun)
FL Court Reverses Ruling in Temporary Disability Benefits Case (Dec)
FL Court Reverses Ruling in Windstorm Mitigation Discounts Forms Case (Dec)
FL Explains Due Date of Self-Insurers’ Form (Mar)
FL Extends Self-Certification of Certain Personal Lines P&C Forms (Sep)
FL Finds Noncompliance of Hurricane Shutters (Jun)
FL Hurricane Catastrophe Fund Publishes Annual Report (Jun)
FL Hurricane Commission Updates Standards and Procedures (Dec)
FL Issues Memo on Primary Flood Insurance (Dec)
FL Orders Universal to Revise Business Practices (Dec)
FL Permits Referral Fee for Wind Mitigation Clients (Sep)
FL Prohibits Sinkhole Policy Cancellations (Mar)
FL Provides Guidance on Universal Health Care Receivership (Jun)
FL Publishes Audit of Office of Insurance Regulation (Dec)
FL Revises Materials for L&H Electronic Form Filings (Mar)
FL Sets Rules for Reinsurers (Dec)
FL Sets Rules for Submissions to Citizens Clearinghouse (Sep)
FL Updates Continuing Education Rule (Sep)
FL Updates Employee Leasing Company Requirements (Mar)
FL Updates I-File Forms and Rates Search System (Jun)
FL Updates Reporting Requirements (Mar)
Four Keys to Successful Health Exchange Filings (Jun)
FTC Examines Accuracy of Credit Reports (Mar)
GA Adopts NAIC Hazardous Financial Condition Model Act (Mar)
GA Implements Electronic Premium Tax Return Filing (Sep, Dec)
GA Lists Rating Areas for Health Insurance (Jun)
GA Offers Limited License for Self-Storage Providers (Mar)
GA Requires Disclosure on Policies Related to PPACA (Dec)
GA Requires Health Insurers to File Claims Payment Data (Jun)
GA Requires PPACA Navigators to be Licensed (Dec)
GA Requires Submission of Form and Rates in Compliance with PPACA (Mar)
GA Updates Regulation on Vehicle Service Contracts (Mar)
GAO Calls for Changes in Consumer Privacy Laws (Dec)
GAO Offers Testimony on Death Master File (Jun)
GAO Report Anticipates Changes in Flood Insurance Program (Sep)
GAO Report Reviews 401(k) Rollover Options (Jun)
GAO Reports on Medicaid Managed Care (Dec)
GAO Reviews Effects of Reducing Flood Insurance Subsidies (Sep)
GAO Reviews Electronic Disclosure Issues for Private Pension Plans (Dec)
Get Your Passport to Insurance Regulatory Compliance (Mar)
Health Insurance Exchanges (Mar, Dec)
HI Health Insurers Post Gains in 2012 (Jun)
HI Issues Memorandum on Surplus Lines Taxes (Mar)
HI Prohibits Use of Mobile Devices While Driving (Sep)
HI Reduces HMSA Rate Hike Request (Jun)
HI Reminds Public about Hurricane Coverage (Sep)
HI Revises Seat Belt Requirements (Sep)
High Court Reshapes Defense of Marriage Act (Sep)
How Health Insurers Can Learn to Embrace Their Whistleblowers (Sep)
IA Adopts NAIC’s Credit for Reinsurance Model Law (Sep)
IA Adopts ORSA Model Act (Sep)
IA Announces Effective Date for Deferred Annuity Buyer’s Guide (Dec)
IA Confirms New Commissioner (Jun)
IA Department of Insurance Relocates (Dec)
IA Passes Dram Shop Bill Revision (Sep)
ID 2013 Legislation Affects Insurance (Jun)
ID Addresses Rating Restrictions for Health Plans (Jun)
ID Continues to Develop SHOP (Sep)
ID Issues Guidance on Discontinuance of Grandfathered Plans (Jun)
ID Issues Health Insurance Exchange Q&A (Jun)
ID Posts 2013 Legislative Summary (Sep)
IIPRC News: Compact Now Accepts Montana Filings (Dec)
IIPRC News: Interstate Compact Strides Into Spring (Jun)
IIPRC News: It’s Been a Fruitful Summer (Sep)
IIPRC News: Year in Review (Mar)
IL Issues WC and Medical Malpractice Data Calls (Mar)
IL Notes Rejection of Non-Grandfathered Plans (Jun)
IL Reminds Insurers of Need for Outside Officers (Dec)
IL Reminds Insurers to File Actuarial Opinion Summaries (Dec)
IL Requires Prompt Filing of Non-Grandfathered Plans (Sep)
IL Restricts Use of Offshore Administrators (Mar)
IL Sets Minimum Reimbursement Level for Dental Benefits (Mar)
IN Identifies Geographical Areas for Health Plans (Jun)
IN Prohibits Benefit Plan Substitutions (Jun)
IN Proposes Amendment to Rules Governing Insolvent Insurers (Jun)
IN Sets Interest Rate for Clean Claims (Mar)
KS Adopts Amended Medical Fees (Dec)
KS Adopts Changes to Portable Electronics Insurance (Jun)
KS Amends Subrogation Clause Rule (Jun)
KS Enacts the Electronic Notice and Document Act (Dec)
KS Revises Insurance Holding Company Act (Jun)
KS Revises Rules for Notices on Adverse Underwriting Decisions (Dec)
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KY Permits Electronic Notice of Cancellation (Jun)
KY Reminds Insurers to Negotiate No-Fault Reimbursement Rates (Dec)
LA Adopts Navigator Registration Rule (Dec)
LA Amends Electronic Medical Bill Processing (Jun)
LA Clarifies Enforcement Authority (Jun)
LA Creates New Fraud Unit (Sep)
LA Eliminates Affidavit Rule for Some Personal Lines Policy Placements (Sep)
LA Implements WC Dispute Resolution Process (Jun)
LA Increases Continuing Education Credit Hours (Sep)
LA Provides Instructions on Discontinuing Products Not Complying with ACA (Sep)
MA Announces Transition Rules for New Long-Term Care Laws (Mar)
MA Enacts STOLI and Life Settlements Law (Mar)
MA Issues Changes to Mental Health Benefits (Jun)
MA Provides Producer Fee Guidance (Dec)
Membership Corner: Gary Behling (Jun)
Membership Corner: Matthew Brasch (Mar)
Membership Corner: Laura Bullard (Dec)
Membership Corner: Cynthia Burleson (Sep)
Membership Corner: Joanne Calvert (Dec)
Membership Corner: Damon Campbell (Sep)
Membership Corner: Dan Cotter (Mar)
Membership Corner: Lee Davidson (Jun)
Membership Corner: Rona Finkelstein (Jun)
Membership Corner: Chris Handy (Jun)
Membership Corner: Carol Heard (Dec)
Membership Corner: M. Diane Higdon (Dec)
Membership Corner: Julie A. Levine (Sep)
Membership Corner: Roger Osgood (Mar)
Membership Corner: Donna Peterson (Mar)
Membership Corner: Karen Pollitt (Jun)
Membership Corner: Michelle Ringelheim (Mar)
Membership Corner: Jackie Ward (Sep)
Membership Corner: Stephen Youngkrantz (Jun)
MD Advises for Separate Fund for Abortion Services (Sep)
MD Defines Geographic Rating Areas (Jun)
MD Establishes Essential Health Benefits Substitution Rules (Mar)
MD Explains Benchmark Plan and Essential Health Benefits (Mar)
MD OKs Online Filing of Annual Fraud Data Reports (Dec)
MD Provides Guidance on Health Benefit Plans (Sep)
MD Publishes Legislative Summary (Dec)
MD Regulates SHOP Exchange Navigator Licensing (Jun)
MD Revises Fraud Warning Language (Mar)
MD Sets Filing Rules for Small Employer and Individual Markets (Mar)
MD Requests Actuarial Value Calculator Documentation (Jun)
MD Updates Health Benefit Plan Rate Filing Process (Jun)
MD Updates Notice Rules for Health Insurance Rate Increases (Dec)
MD Updates Notice Rules for Mental Health Benefits (Dec)
ME Authorizes Use of 2013 Annuity Buyer’s Guide (Dec)
ME Warns Against Unfair Competition in Health Plans (Jun)
MI Modifies Requirements for Licensed Producer Entities (Dec)
MI Posts Complaint Statistics (Sep)
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MI Revisits Workers Compensation Coverage (Jun)
MI Reinforces Ban on Most Favored Nation Clauses (Mar)
MI Urges Notices for Fixed Indemnity Plans Regarding PPACA (Dec)
MN Adopts NAIC’s Actuarial Opinions Act (Sep)
MN Allows Policy Material in Non-English and Electronic Forms (Sep)
MN Amends Workers Compensation Law (Sep)
MN Clarifies Special Compensation Fund Premium Surcharges (Mar)
MN Clarifies the Use of ICD-10 Coding (Dec)
MN Issues Procedures for Dependent Spouse Coverage (Dec)
MN Updates Child Victims Act Statute of Limitations (Sep)
MN Updates WC Common Benefits and Expenses Chart (Dec)
MN Voids Certain Insurance Contract Provisions (Sep)
MO Adopts NAIC’s Revised Credit for Reinsurance Model Law (Sep)
MO Amends Guaranty Association Act (Sep)
MO Announces 2014 Workers’ Compensation Rates (Dec)
MO Issues Emergency Amendment to Credit for Reinsurance Regulation (Dec)
MO Limits Co-Pay/Co-Insurance Percentage (Dec)
MO Modifies Workers’ Compensation Law (Sep)
MO Publishes Medical Malpractice Report (Mar)
MS Advises on Risk-Based Capital, Holding Company Laws (Sep)
MS Amends L&H Guaranty Association Summary Document (Mar)
MS Clarifies the Use of ICD-10 Coding (Dec)
MS Provides Guidance on Coastal Homeowners Mitigation Discount (Jun)
MS Sets Annuities Rates Standards and Procedures for Transactions (Jun)
MT Advises of Bans on Early Renewal Activities in Certain Markets (Dec)
MT Bars Certain Early Renewal Activities (Sep)
MT Defines Valuable Consideration in Rebating (Jun)
MT Enacts Unclaimed Life Insurance Benefits Act (Jun)
NB Activates Financial and Consumer Services Commission (Sep)
NC Reaches Settlement on Homeowners Insurance Rate Increase (Jun)
NC Updates Home Inspection Licensure Act (Sep)
ND Amends Choice of Venue Legislation (Jun)
ND Establishes Rules for Domestic Surplus Lines Insurers (Jun)
ND Permits Languages Other Than English (Jun)
NE Corrects Errors in 2011 WC Court Procedures Bill (Sep)
NE Issues Notice Addressing Surplus Lines Filing Requirements (Mar)
NE Requires Annual Enterprise Risk Report for All Holding Companies (Mar)
NH Establishes Certification Process for Qualified Health Plans (Jun)
NH Withdraws Bulletin Regarding DOMA Language (Sep)
NJ Adds Real Estate Definition of Transaction (Dec)
NJ Amends Healthcare Information Network Forms (Dec)
NJ Announces New Life and Annuity Regulatory Activity (Jun)
NJ Clarifies Differences Between PPACA and State Rating Rules (Sep)
NJ Issues Annual Premium Survey for Private Passenger Insurers (Dec)
NJ Issues Notice of Application for Certified Reinsurers (Sep)
NJ Raises Maximum Benefit for Autism Coverage (Mar)
NJ Requests Superstorm Sandy Claims Information (Dec)
NJ Requires Coverage for Refills of Prescription Eye Drops (Dec)
NM Addresses Interest on Unpaid Claims (Mar)
NM Addresses Tie-In Sales (Mar)
NM Clarifies Use of Marital Discounts (Dec)
NM Health Insurance Exchange Board Meets (Jun)
NM Issues Bulletin on Medical Loss Ratio Reporting (Jun)
NM Suspends Enrollment in Federal High-Risk Pool (Jun)
NM Changes Insurance Regulatory System (Mar)
NM Describes Register for Health Insurance Grievances (Mar)
NM Discusses Rural Telecom Service Funds (Sep)
NM Registers First Health Exchange Company (Sep)
NM Receives High Marks for Pipeline Safety (Sep)
NM Selects New Chief General Counsel (Sep)
NM Sets Schedule for Reasonable Cost Threshold (Sep)
NV Adopts Auto Reporting Requirements (Mar)
NV Announces New Website and ACA Guide (Sep)
NV Bars Mandatory Arbitration (Dec)
NV Clarifies Use of Handheld Device Violations on Underwriting (Dec)
NV Enacts Credit Scoring Law (Sep)
NV Increases Workers’ Compensation Rates (Mar)
NV Mourns Chief Insurance Examiner (Jun)
NV Offers 24-Hour Captive Application Approval and Reduced Fees (Jun)
NV Releases 2013 Insurance Market Report (Jun)
NV Revises Rate Filing Requirements (Sep)
NV Revises Rulemaking Process (Sep)
NS Changes Rate Filing Requirements (Sep)
NS Implements Phase II Auto Reforms (Jun)
NS Outlines Phase II Automobile Insurance Reforms (Mar)
NS Publishes FAQs on Rate Filing & Review Process (Sep)
NS Requires Electronic Submission of Auto Rate Manuals (Sep)
NU Assumes Administrative Duties for Insurance (Jun)
OH Identifies Rules Under Review (Jun)
OH Rescinds Unnecessary Catastrophe Coverage Rule (Jun)
OK Adopts Temporary Motorist Liability Plan (Jun)
OK Allows Electronic Proof of Insurance (Dec)
OK Issues Advice on NAIC Buyer’s Guide to Annuities (Dec)
OK Issues Bulletin in Response to Storms (Jun)
OK Issues Medical Professional Liability Insurers Closed Claim Reports (Dec)
OK Reminds Producers of Activities that Solicit Business (Sep)
OK Sets Surplus Line Broker Responsibilities (Dec)
OK to Send Licensing Notices Via Email (Dec)
ON Announces Auto Insurance Amendments (Mar)
ON Explains Usage-Based ON Provides Webcasts on Navigating the Rate Filing Process (Jun)
ON Suffers Extensive Flooding From July Storm (Sep)
ON Revises Application for Automobile Insurance (Dec)
OR Adopts Insurance Related Legislation (Jun)
OR Broadens Definition of Obligor (Sep)
OR Extends Time Period to Renew Insurance (Sep)
OR Insurance Division Creates New Web Tools (Mar)
OR Issues Bulletin on Gender Identity and Insurance (Mar)
OR Posts 2014 Health Insurance Premiums (Sep)
OR Posts Legislative Summary of 2013 Bills (Sep)
OR Posts Producer Compensation Rules and Guidelines (Mar)
OR Posts Surplus Lines FAQs (Jun)
OR Provides Updates Guidelines for ACA Insurance Plans (Jun)
OR Welcomes new Insurance Commissioner (Sep)
OSFI Posts Bulletins for Federally Regulated Insurers (Dec)
PA Addresses Covered Dental Services (Mar)
PA Addresses Opt-Out for Abortion Coverage (Dec)
PA Adopts Prescription Requirements and Limitations (Jun)
PA Adjusts Autism Spectrum Disorders Maximum Benefit (Mar)
PA Amends Children’s Health Insurance Program (Dec)
PA Amends Termination Rules for Portable Electronics Insurance (Dec)
PA Provides Filing Guidance for ACA Compliance (Jun)
PA Releases Notice Regarding Financial Examination Fees (Sep)
PA Sets Market Conduct Examination Fees (Sep)
PA Streamlines Homeowners Insurance Rate Filing Process (Dec)
PR Mandates SERFF for All Filings (Sep)
PR Updates Conditions for Card Payments (Dec)
RI Prohibits Discretionary Clauses (Sep)
RI Sets Insurance Rules for Same-Sex Marriage (Jun)
SC Adjusts Service and Policy Fees (Dec)
SC Expands Wind and Hail Territory Until 2015 (Jun)
SC Issues Data Call for Private Passenger Auto and Homeowners Insurers (Jun)
SC Sets Date for Collection of Surplus Lines Blended Tax Rate (Mar)
SC Provides Health Insurance Rate Filing Procedures for ACA Compliance (Jun)
SC Revises Credit Property Insurance Rates (Sep)
SD Authorizes Additional Types of Captives (Jun)
SD Clarifies Surplus Line Reporting (Mar)
SD Increases Guaranty Association Assessment Fee (Jun)
SD Permits Insurance Consultants to Receive Fees (Jun)
SEC Approves New Rules Regarding Lost Holders of Securities (Mar)
SR Requires Personal Umbrella UM/UIM Coverage Disclosures (Mar)
SD Requires Unlicensed Insurers to Transfer Risks (Jun)
SC Provides Guidelines on Permanent Impairment (Jun)
TN Allows Self-Storage Operators to Sell Tenant Insurance (Sep)
TN Amends Captive Regulations (Jun)
TN Amends Rule for Insurance Company Securities Custodians (Mar)
TN Issues Opinion on Sharing Commissions (Dec)
TN Municipalities Not Subject to Surplus Lines Premium Tax (Sep)
TX Adopts New Filing Requirements for Certificates of Insurance (Jun)
TX Amends Rules Manual (Sep)
TX Bill Would Amend Definition of Serious Mental Illness (Mar)
TX Bulletin Summarizes 2013 Legislative Activity (Dec)
TX Explains Federal Rules for HMOs (Jun)
TX Issues Call for Medicare Supplement Insurance Rate Guide (Sep)
TX Issues Call on Prompt Pay Requirements (Dec)
TX Orders Rates for Texas Automobile Insurance Plan Association (Sep)
TX Plans New Rules for Provider Network Contracts (Mar)
TX Plans to Add Reimbursement Requirements for Podiatrists (Mar)
TX Promotes Flexibility in Accident Prevention Services (Jun)
UT Amends Regulation of Life Insurance and Annuities (Sep)
UT Amends Surplus Lines Procedure Rule (Mar)
UT Approves Cleanup Bill (Mar)
UT Commissioner Meets with Congressional Delegation (Sep)
UT Creates Universal Health Application (Sep)
UT Gets New Insurance Commissioner (Mar)
UT Hosts ACA Discussion (Sep)
UT Implements Uniform Claim Handling and Billing (Sep)
UT Issues Bulletin Regarding Issuance of Certificates (Mar)
UT Launches New Captive Website (Jun)
UT Permits Concurrent Property Damage, Bodily Injury Claims (Sep)
UT Publishes Fee Schedule (Sep)
VA Issues Reminder on Cost and Utilization Data Reporting (Jun)
VA Provides for Electronic Notice of Cancellation (Dec)
VA Repeals Health Insurance for the Working Uninsured (Dec)
VA Requires Filing of Credit Life and Credit Accident/Sickness Rates (Mar)
VA Revises Requirements for Continuing Education (Mar)
VA Summarizes 2013 Insurance Legislation (Sep)
VT Prohibits Insurance Discrimination Against Same-Sex Spouses (Sep)
VT Reminds of Advertising Standards (Jun)
WA Announces 2013 Legislative Agenda (Mar)
WA Issues FAIR Plan and PIP Notice Regulations (Jun)
WA Issues Health Plan Filing Guidance (Mar)
WA Issues Rules for Health Insurance Rating Areas (Jun)
WA Issues Rules on Security Breach Notifications (Jun)
WA Launches New Website (Mar)
WA Proposes Changes to Suitability in Life Insurance and Annuity Transactions (Sep)
WA Requires Prompt Payment of Long-term Care Benefits (Sep, Dec)
WA Requires SERFF For Filing Vehicle Service Contract Forms (Jun)
WA Sets New Rules on FAIR Plan and PIP Notices (Mar)
WA Summarizes Title Insurance Inducement Rules (Jun)
Who Is Responsible for Generic Insurance Advertising? (Mar)
WI Advises of Requirements for Navigators (Sep)
WI Advises on Small Group Health Deductibles (Sep)
WY Analyzes Effects of Federal Insurance Market Reforms (Mar)
WY Issues Guidance on Health Filings (Jun)
WY Proposes Changes to Life, Annuity Transactions (Dec)